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Abstract

In this paper, we focus on efficient dynamic GNN training. The
natural way to support dynamic graphs is to view them as a series of
static snapshots, as proposed by existing time-evolving graph processing systems [19, 26, 34]. While the main task in time-evolving
graph processing systems is to execute graph algorithms on a series of snapshots of the graph, dynamic GNNs have the additional
task of capturing the temporal dependencies. Consequently, the
general approach in dynamic GNN is to combine spatial embedding techniques that leverage structural information in the graph
with temporal information encoding techniques that capture the
dynamicity aspect in the generated embeddings [3, 28, 33, 38, 43].
The spatial embedding is enabled by static GNN techniques, such
as GCNs [15, 25, 54] and GAT [47], whereas a common approach
to capture temporal encoding is to use Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs) such as LSTMs [17] or GRUs [6]. Hence, existing dynamic
GNN proposals combine GNNs and RNNs by stacking them in
an alternating fashion [33, 43], integrating GNN and RNN operations [3, 38, 43, 59], or using autoencoding or generative models [13, 14]. Unfortunately, all these approaches lead to significant
performance issues and create scalability bottlenecks.
We present DynaGraph1 , a system that enables efficient dynamic GNN training. DynaGraph is based on the observation that
the root of inefficiencies in existing dynamic GNN proposals stem
from the fact that they combine the structural and temporal embedding operations independently. As a result, they miss opportunities
to optimize many underlying operations. Thus, DynaGraph focuses on reducing or eliminating such inefficiencies by leveraging
the computational structure of spatial and temporal embedding
generation and exploiting opportunities to utilize this knowledge
across them. DynaGraph proposes three techniques to provide
efficient training of dynamic GNNs.
First, DynaGraph proposes cached message passing as a technique to eliminate redundant neighborhood aggregation. This is
based on our observation that the popular approach to combining
GNN and RNN is by replacing the matrix multiplication in the RNN
using graph convolution operations. We denote this combination
as GraphRNN cell. As a result, each GraphRNN cell would consist
of multiple GNN operations. For instance, a LSTM-based dynamic
GNN (GraphLSTM) cell consists of 8 GNN operations. While each
gate of GraphRNN ingests two kinds of operations—time-dependent
and time-independent, each kind performs neighborhood aggregation independently on different inputs. However, inputs are shared
or partially shared across gates and performed neighborhood aggregation on the same snapshot at a timestep. For example, four gates
of a GraghLSTM all take node features as inputs for time-dependent
GNN operations and hiddens from the previous timestep for timedependent GNN operations. DynaGraph uses this cross-operation
information to build cached message passing, where messages between graph entities are cached at the destination and reused. To

In this paper, we present DynaGraph, a system that supports dynamic Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) efficiently. Based on the
observation that existing proposals for dynamic GNN architectures combine techniques for structural and temporal information
encoding independently, DynaGraph proposes novel techniques
that enable cross optimizations across these tasks. It uses cached
message passing and timestep fusion to significantly reduce the
overhead associated with dynamic GNN processing. It further proposes a simple distributed data-parallel dynamic graph processing
strategy that enables scalable dynamic GNN computation. Our evaluation of DynaGraph on a variety of dynamic GNN architectures
and use cases shows a speedup of up to 2.7× compared to existing
state-of-the-art frameworks.

1

Introduction

The recent past has seen an increasing interest in Graph Neural
Networks (GNNs) due to their ability to produce superior results in a
wide variety of domains ranging from social networks to chemistry
and even medicine [32, 36, 39, 45]. GNNs enable such applications
by generating embeddings of graph entities—the nodes and edges—
using a combination of graph structure and feature information.
Today, a wide variety of GNN architectures exist that vary in how
the embeddings are generated. To support these GNN architectures,
state-of-the-art GNN frameworks have incorporated optimizations
that enable them to handle large graphs, with billions of nodes and
edges [8, 9, 21, 30, 35, 46, 49–51].
While existing GNN frameworks have enabled scalability, ease of
programming, and several other desirable properties, they currently
assume that the input graph is static: that is, the nodes, edges and
features associated with the graph do not change once ingested into
the framework. However, real-world graphs are dynamic in nature
- they evolve over time. For instance, social network graphs evolve
as new users join and content is generated, knowledge graphs are
constantly augmented with new information, and drug interaction
networks evolve over time with new interaction trial results [1,
27, 29]. The ability to process dynamic graphs can be useful for
many scenarios that can benefit from GNNs. For instance, traffic
forecasting systems can predict future traffic statistics based on
historical data flows with the help of GNNs [28, 57, 59]. Thus,
supporting dynamic graphs is a requirement for enabling many
GNN applications.
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Dynamic Graph Neural Network Processing System.

Figure 1: Dynamic GNNs combine techniques for structural information encoding (e.g., GNNs) with techniques for temporal information
encoding (e.g., RNNs). While there are many ways to combine GNNs and RNNs, the most adopted approach is to replace the matrix multiplications in the RNN, such as LSTMs or GRUs, with graph convolution 𝐺𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 . Time-independent graph convolutions in the orange boxes
take current nodes representation 𝑥𝑡 as inputs, while time-dependent graph convolutions in the blue boxes depend on the hiddens ℎ𝑡 −1 from
previous timesteps.

identify redundancy in such messages, DynaGraph uses a simple
interface that uniquely identifies messages across spatial and temporal operations and caches them for future use. It then exposes
the cache using the well-known PUT and GET interface.
Second, it uses time-step fusion to reduce the underutilization
of GPUs for small real-world datasets. We base this on our observation that existing dynamic graphs for various applications
typically have a small number of input features, often nodes in the
graphs are associated with less than a few 10s of features. Moreover,
spatio-temporal graphs, in which node features change over time
while the underlying graph structure is static, are widely used in
various applications such as traffic forecasting[56] and pandemic
forecasting[22]. Due to the static graph structure, the neighborhood
aggregation of time-independent GNNs across timesteps can be
fused to one to save computation. DynaGraph leverages this information and fuses the inputs for time-independent operations in
dynamic GNN, thus reduce redundant neighborhood aggregation
and avoiding GPU underutilization.
Third, DynaGraph proposes a data-parallel execution model for
dynamic GNN training in a distributed setting. We observe that
existing frameworks that support distributed GNN training, such
as DGL, use graph partitioning on a single graph (snapshot) as a
primary technique to distribute work across machines. However,
dynamic GNNs typically have a large number of snapshots of the
graph, where they are trained in a sequence manner. Extending the
same approach to distributing dynamic GNNs results in poor performance due to partitioning and communication overhead. Instead,
DynaGraph proposes partitioning the snapshots at sequence level
across the GPUs in the cluster. It then executes the GNN-RNN operation in a data-parallel fashion, thus providing efficient distributed
training.
The combination of these techniques enables DynaGraph to
outperform existing state-of-the-art GNN processing frameworks
for dynamic GNN training. For instance, on a wide range of dynamic
GNN architectures, DynaGraph is able to provide up to 2.7× faster

training times compared to DGL [50] and PyG Temporal [8, 40],
two popular GNN training frameworks.

2
2.1

Background
Dynamic Graph Neural Networks

While most GNNs consider the input graph to be static, real-world
graphs tend to be dynamic and vary over time. Examples of dynamic graphs can be seen in almost all domains that GNNs are
suited for, ranging from social media to medicine. Consequently,
machine learning researchers have investigated dynamic GNN architectures: [28, 57, 59] apply dynamic GNNs for traffic forecasting
to predict the future traffic speeds of a sensor network given historic traffic speeds and road networks. Dynamic GNNs have also
been used for epidemiological reporting tasks [37, 41]. Other applications of dynamic GNNs include fraud detection [31, 48, 52] and
human motion prediction [55].
Dynamic GNNs have focused on two aspects of dynamicity:
the dynamicity of the graph structure, and the dynamicity of the
input features. The graph structure and the input features can be
independently dynamic; for instance, the features may remain static
while the structure changes over time, and vice-versa. For example,
spatio-temporal GNNs [28, 55, 57], one kind of dynamic GNNs, are
designed specifically for graphs where the structure of the graph is
static and only the input features change over time.
The general approach in dynamic GNN is to combine techniques
for structural information encoding with techniques for temporal
information encoding. The common practice is to use a GNN to encode the structural information, while Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs) or self-attention networks are used to encode temporal
information [40, 44].
2.2

Challenges in Dynamic GNN Training

Though dynamic GNNs have been shown to be effective for a wide
variety of tasks, efficiently training dynamic GNNs faces many
challenges.
2

Figure 2: (a) Existing systems apply graph convolution operations independently on gates in each iteration, which results in duplicate messages
𝑚𝑥𝑡 and 𝑚ℎ𝑡 −1 being generated and communicated. (b) DynaGraph proposes computing these messages only once, then caching and reusing
them across gates to reduce computation and communication. For GraphLSTM, when Only Gate i needs to compute the intermediate messages
- 𝑚𝑥𝑡 and 𝑚ℎ𝑡 −1 . DynaGraph stores the 𝑚𝑥𝑡 and 𝑚ℎ𝑡 −1 in the cache, which can be reused by other Gates instead of recomputing them.

2.2.1 Challenge #1: Redundant Neighborhood Aggregation
As we discussed earlier (§2.1), dynamic GNNs replace matrix multiplications in each of the gates of RNNs with GNN layers (fig. 1). Just
as RNNs consist of two classes of matrix multiplications [58]—those
that depend solely on the inputs and those which have recursive
dependence on previous states, we can categorize the GNNs in the
dynamic GNN into two categories. The first only depends on the
input features of the nodes, while the second depends on previous
hidden states. There is no redundancy in matrix multiplications
of RNNs since they use different weights. However, for dynamic
GNNs, graph convolutions operated on the same graph and node
features perform the same neighborhood aggregation, before any
linear transformation involving weights, resulting in poor performance. Hence, this challenge is unique to dynamic GNNs but not
applicable to RNNs.

new, efficient way of dynamic GNN training that reduces the overhead by cross-layer optimizations across GNN and RNN operations.
To do so, DynaGraph incorporates many techniques, which we
describe in detail in this section.
3.1

Generally, many GNN models can fit into the message passing
paradigm proposed by [10], which consists of two main steps: 1)
Aggregate neighbor’s representation for each node with certain
reduce function such as summation and average; 2) Apply a linear
projection to the aggregated representation followed by a nonlinearity.
In each iteration, each gate of a GraphRNN cell computes two
graph convolutions. However, we notice that the convolution operations across all gates result in generating the same intermediate
message passing results 𝑚𝑥𝑡 for all time-independent graph convolutions and 𝑚ℎ𝑡 −1 for all time-dependent graph convolutions,
respectively, where 𝑥𝑡 is current node representation and ℎ𝑡 −1 is
previous hidden states 2 . This is because 𝑚𝑥𝑡 (𝑚ℎ𝑡 −1 ) only depends
on 𝑥𝑡 (ℎ𝑡 −1 ) and the graph properties such as structure and
edge weights, which is the same for all gates. As an example,
we split graph convolutions in GraphLSTM into two steps in fig. 2
(a): 1) compute intermediate message passing results 𝑚𝑥𝑡 (𝑚ℎ𝑡 −1 )
and 2) compute final output of graph convolution 𝑔𝑥𝑡 (𝑔ℎ𝑡 −1 ) using
𝑚𝑥𝑡 (𝑚ℎ𝑡 −1 ). Here, we notice that across the gates, the same 𝑚𝑥𝑡
(𝑚ℎ𝑡 −1 ) are generated multiple times during the graph convolution
operation. This results in large overhead, especially in distributed
settings. Thus, DynaGraph proposes caching these messages and
reusing them across gates in an iteration.
Moreover, it is common that dynamic GNNs are trained in a
sliding-window fashion using a sequence of snapshots, which predicts either next timestep or multiple future time steps. Unlike other
deep learning tasks, it is special that timesteps as labels (ground
truth) in current sequence may be inputs in subsequent sequence(s)

2.2.2 Challenge #2: Ineffectiveness of Graph/Feature Partitioning in Distributed Training State-of-the-art distributed
GNN frameworks, such as Deep Graph Library (DGL), only supports static GNNs in distributed settings. Since static GNNs only
need to process a single graph, DGL partitions both the graph structure and node/edge features across machines and then uses data
parallelism to train a static GNN. A natural approach to extending
this to dynamic GNNs is to partition each snapshot individually
so that the machines can compute them in parallel. However, this
scheme is inefficient for two reasons. First, the number of snapshots
in a dynamic graph dataset can be very large, ranging from 100s
to many 1000s. Partitioning and maintaining a large number of
snapshots can be expensive. Second, the graph structure and the
node/edge features in each snapshot may vary, which means that
partitioning them may lead to poor performance due to communication requirements.

3

Cached Message Passing

Dynamic GNN Training with DynaGraph

DynaGraph is based on our key observation that existing approaches to dynamic GNN processing are by combining GNN and
RNN operations independently (§2). Consequently, the graph convolutions dominate the execution time. DynaGraph proposes a
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time-dependent graph convolution in Gate h of GraphGRU should be computed
separately, as it depends on the results of Gate r as shown in fig. 1.
3

in time-series forecasting tasks. For example, let 𝑆𝑡 be the snapshot at time 𝑡, 𝑆 1 to 𝑆 4 are used as inputs to predict 𝑆 5 in the first
sequence. Next, the sliding window moves forward one timestep
so that 𝑆 2 to 𝑆 5 are used as inputs to predict 𝑆 6 in the second sequence, and so on and so forth. This brings another opportunity
to reuse intermediate message passing results across snapshots
since the neighborhood aggregation has already been performed
on some input snapshots when they were used as labels in previous
sequence(s).
As shown in fig. 2 (b), for each snapshot, DynaGraph uses a
dedicated cache to store intermediate messages if needed (please
see §3.4 for a description of DynaGraph ’s API that enables this).
The cache store resides in GPU if it has enough memory; otherwise,
CPU cache is used for large intermediate messages. The cached
messages are uniquely identified by the snapshot index and graph
convolution inputs (node features or hiddens). When new messages
need to be generated, DynaGraph checks its cache to determine
whether there is an existing cached message that can be reused.
If so, the cached message can be reused thus avoiding the need
for computation and communication; otherwise, the intermediate
messages need to be computed from scratch and cached if they can
be reused. When the training process on a snapshot as both input
and label is finished, the cache store would automatically evict all
cached messages for that snapshot. Users can also evict the cached
messages earlier by an explicit evict call if they cannot be reused
anymore.
3.2

the size of samples. Thus, DynaGraph supports distributed execution of dynamic GNN training for scalability.
3.3.1 Graph Partitioning Unlike the state-of-the-art static GNN
frameworks, which partitions at snapshot/graph level to train a
static GNN, DynaGraph partitions dynamic datasets at a sequence
level considering the temporal dimension. For each sequence of
snapshots, DynaGraph partitions it across machines as even as
possible. We use a simple random partition scheme to distribute
data evenly across devices based on the number of nodes, features,
and timesteps. Specifically, if node A in the first snapshot reside in a
device, node A in the subsequent snapshot(s) of the same sequence
also belongs to the same device. This simple partition scheme enables data-parallel distributed execution of dynamic GNN training
by ensuring that the same nodes across snapshots in a sequence
reside in the same device to reduce network communication of
nodes exchanging.
3.3.2 Data-parallel Execution To enable distributed training
for dynamic GNNs, we partition sequences of snapshots randomly
and evenly across nodes. Note that if the underlying graph structure
is static, we only store one copy of that instead of replicating it in
memory; otherwise, graph structures get partitioned and fed into
training together with its associated snapshots. Moreover, unlike
existing GNN systems, which replicate snapshots in time-series
forecasting tasks, DynaGraph uses a sliding window to iterate
over the datasets to achieve memory-efficient training. Each GPU
computes the forward and backward phase for its minibatch independently and then synchronize the model parameters across
them.

Input Timestep Fusion

Similar to traditional RNNs, gates of GraphRNN operate on timedependent and time-independent inputs. We notice that the timeindependent graph convolution operation operates independently
at each timestep. This is necessary for graphs where the underlying
structure changes over time as the convolution results depend
on it. However, for spatio-temporal graphs, it is not efficient to
execute time-independent operations separately at each time step,
especially when nodes have low dimensional features, which results
in substantial overhead to the execution time. Fortunately, it is
relatively straightforward to mitigate this overhead. DynaGraph
uses input timestep fusion to achieve this.
For each GraphRNN cell, DynaGraph first concatenates the
inputs along the timestep dimension. Then it executes a single graph
convolution operation on the concatenated inputs for all timesteps
in the sequence. We note that this optimization brings more benefits
for small datasets, especially when GPU is underutilized due to
small graph size or low dimensional features.
3.3

3.4

DynaGraph API

class GCN(nn.module):
def __init__(in_feats, out_feats):
linear = nn.Linear(in_feats, out_feats)
# generate messages
def msg_udf(g, feats, u, v): return msg
# reduce aggregated messages
def reduce_udf(agg_msg): return sum(agg_msg)
# compute new representation
def update(msg_rst):
return linear(msg_rst)
def forward(g, feats):
msg_rst = msg_pass(g, feats, msg_udf, reduce_udf).cache
↩→ ()
return update(msg_rst)
gcrn = integrate(GraphLSTM, GCN)
seq2seq_gcrn = stack_seq_model(in_feats, out_feats,
↩→ num_layers, gcrn)

Distributed Training

Though most available real-world datasets for dynamic GNNs have
relatively small graph structures and/or low dimensional features,
we see a clear future direction to enable dynamic GNNs for largescale graphs that have millions or even billions of nodes and edges.
In addition, dynamic graphs can be quite large due to the number of snapshots they contain. As an example, in the METR-LA
dataset, while each individual snapshot is fairly small, the number
of snapshots is large making the dataset very large(§5). Moreover,
with sequence modeling, dynamic GNNs are trained on a sequence
of snapshots in a sliding-window fashion which further increases

Listing 1: Using DynaGraph ’s API to implement a seq2seq GCRNLSTM model.

DynaGraph exposes all its optimization via a simple API that
makes it easy for a developer to leverage it in a new dynamic GNN
architectures. The API, shown in table 1, consists of the following
five functions:
• cache stores intermedia message passing result in global
cache if it has not been cached yet; otherwise, do nothing.
4

API
cache()
msg_pass(g, feats,
msg_udf, reduce_udf)
update(msg_rst)
integrate(rnn, gnn)
stack_seq_model(in_feats,
out_feats, num_layers, gcrn)

Description
cache caller function outputs; do nothing if already cached.
Computes intermediate message passing results based on user-defined message
function msg_udf and reduce function reduce_udf .
Computes output representation from intermediate message passing results.
Integrates a GNN into a GraphRNN to create a dynamic GNN.
Stacks dynamic GNN layers to an encoder-decoder structure.

Table 1: The simple APIs exposed by DynaGraph for dynamic GNNs.

• msg_pass is a user-provided function to generate intermediate message passing results based on user-defined message
function and reduce function.
• update is a user-provided function to generate hidden representation by applying zero or more element-wise and nonelement-wise NN operations on intermediate message passing result.
• integrate integrates a GNN into a GraphRNN, such as GraphGRU and GraphLSTM.
• stack_seq_model stacks dynamic GNN layers to an encoderdecoder seq2seq model.
Listing 1 outlines how GCRN-LSTM [43] can be implemented
in DynaGraph. Using DynaGraph’s API, the developer can build
dynamic GNNs simply and optimizations discussed in §3 can be
done under the hood. To define a GCN layer, the developer first
defines the msg_pass function that aggregates the representation
of its neighborhoods by applying summation (see reduce_udf ) over
the incoming source vertex representation (see msg_udf ). Note that
in forward function, msg_pass calls cache() to cache the outputs
if not yet cached; otherwise it performs no operation. Next, the
intermediate message passing results are fed into a fully connected
layer (see update). The developer then can use integrate function to
integrate GCN into LSTM to create a dynamic GNN layer. Moreover,
if a seq2seq structure is needed, stack_seq_model can be used to easily stack the dynamic GNN layers to an encoder-decoder structure,
which enables optimizations specially for seq2seq structures behind
the scenes, such as timesteps fusion and reuse message passing results across snapshots. We discuss DynaGraph’s implementation
details in §4.

4

Graph

Nodes

Features

Snapshots

METR-LA [20]
207
2
34,272
PEMS-BAY [28]
325
2
52,116
METR-LA-Large
423,936
128
34,272
PEMS-BAY-Large
665,600
128
52,116
Chickenpox Hungary [40]
20
4
522
Wikipedia Math [40]
1068
8
731
Windmill Output [40]
319
8
17,472
Table 2: Graph datasets used in evaluating DynaGraph.

the outputs of msg_pass (see §3.4) if not yet cached. We implement a dictionary on each snapshot to be a mutable mapping to
the cached results. When performing the repeated message passing
operations, cached results can be extracted and reused to save computational overhead. Last, we implement graph partitioning and
data-parallel model for distributed dynamic GNN training. We partition sequences of snapshots randomly and evenly across nodes. We
repeat the random partition every epoch to guarantee randomness.
We wrap a user-defined dynamic GNN model with DistributedDataParallel() from PyTorch for weight synchronization and update.

5

Evaluation

We evaluate DynaGraph on several real-world graphs and dynamic
GNN architectures. The key results from our evaluation are:
• DynaGraph is able to improve performance compared to
DGL by up to 2.5× and PyG Temporal by up to 2.7×.
• DynaGraph exhibits superior scaling characteristics compared to DGL, and its benefits increase as the number of
GPUs in the cluster increase. DynaGraph’s distributed training technique is able to match the published accuracy results
for known training tasks.
Experimental Setup: All of our experiments were conducted
on a GPU cluster with 8 nodes, each of which has dual 12-core Intel
Xeon Gold 6226 CPU, 384 GB of RAM, and two NVIDIA Tesla V100
16 GB GPUs, if not specified. GPUs on the same node are connected
via a shared PCIe interconnect, and nodes are connected via a 10
Gbps Ethernet interface. All servers run 64-bit Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 7.6 with CUDA library v11.1, PyTorch v1.9.0, DGL v0.7, and
Pytorch Geometric v2.0.2.
Datasets & Comparison: We list the five graphs we use in our
experiments in table 2. The first two are traffic forecasting datasets
from [28]: METR-LA [20], collected from 207 loop detectors on highways in Los Angeles County in aggregated 5-minute intervals for 4
months, and PEMS-Bay [28] collected from 325 traffic sensors in the
Bay Area for 6 months. When training on these two datasets, 70%

Implementation

DynaGraph is implemented on top of Deep Graph Library (DGL) [50]
, a popular open-source framework for training GNN models. DynaGraph uses DGL as a graph propagation engine for neighborhood
aggregation using message passing primitives and other graph related operations, and PyTorch as the neural network execution
runtime. We extended DGL in multiple ways to support the optimizations of fusing timesteps, caching and reusing message passing
results, as well as distributed Dynamic GNN training. First, we
implement the optimization of input timestep fusion for seq2seq
models by automatically concatenating time-independent inputs
along the feature dimension as a single tensor and splitting the
outputs back for each snapshot. Second, we enable reusing intermediate message passing results using caching. DynaGraph caches
5

Dataset
METR-LA

PEMS-BAY

Model
DCRNN
GCRN-GRU
GCRN-LSTM
DCRNN
GCRN-GRU
GCRN-LSTM

DGL
97.51
97.04
138.26
146.22
155.12
217.23

DynaGraph
68.36
60.69
59.85
102.97
92.84
96.97

Speedup
1.43x
1.60x
2.31x
1.42x
1.67x
2.24x

Table 3: DynaGraph is able to gain up to 2.31× improvement in epoch time (sec) over DGL on a single machine.

Dataset
Chickenpox Hungary

Wikipedia Math

Windmill Output

Model
TGCN
GC-LSTM
GCRN-GRU
GCRN-LSTM
TGCN
GC-LSTM
GCRN-GRU
GCRN-LSTM
TGCN
GC-LSTM
GCRN-GRU
GCRN-LSTM

PyG Temporal
2.17
2.44
3.07
4.61
3.76
3.97
4.51
5.88
-†
89.02
111.93
149.38
†:

DynaGraph
0.98
1.06
1.61
1.71
1.62
1.80
2.74
2.54
-†
41.99
68.97
65.52

Speedup
2.21x
2.30x
1.91x
2.70x
2.32x
2.21x
1.65x
2.31x
-†
2.12x
1.62x
2.28x

Not available since baseline runs out of memory.

Table 4: DynaGraph is able to gain up to 2.7× improvement in epoch time (sec) over PyG Temporal on a single machine.

of data is used for training, 20% is used for testing while the remaining 10% for validation, which follows DCRNN [28] paper and DGL
settings. The latter three—Chickenpox Hungary [41], Wikipedia
Math [40], Windmill Output [40]—were released recently by PyG
Temporal. When training on these two datasets, 90% of data is
used for training, 10% is used for testing, as used in PyG Temporal paper [40]. We compare DynaGraph against DGL [50] and
PyG Temporal [8, 40], two popular state-of-the-art GNN processing
frameworks. We note that PyG does not support distributed training,
and DGL’s distributed training only support static graphs - only a
single distributed graph (DistGraph) is allowed according to their official document. Hence, we apply the same distributed data-parallel
model as DynaGraph on DGL, denoted as DGL-P, but without the
overhead reduction techniques that it incorporates (timestep fusion
and cached message passing). Since available real-world datasets
such as METR-LA and PEMS-Bay, are not large enough for the
cluster settings we use (e.g., 8 or 16 GPUs), we increase the size
of the dataset by simply replicating the dataset many times
so as to obtain large-scale datasets, i.e., METR-LA-Large and
PEMS-Bay-Large, that can benefit from distributed training. For
example, in METR-LA-Large, a sequence of 12 snapshots contains
more than 5 million nodes in total.
Models: We use five different DGNN models: GCRN-GRU [43],
GCRN-LSTM [43], DCRNN [28], TGCN [59], GC-LSTM [3]. These
models represent the state-of-the-art dynamic GNNs that have been
applied to various tasks. Unless otherwise stated, when compared
to DGL, we use a 2-layer seq2seq, encoder-decoder structure to
predict multiple timesteps (a sequence of snapshots). Here, we

set sequence length, also known as sliding-window size, to be 12,
following official examples from DGL. Similarly, when comparing
against PyG Temporal, we use a single-layer dynamic GNN followed
by a fully connected feedforward layer to predict a single snapshot
at next timestep, as used in official PyG Temporal examples. Our
main metric for comparison is the epoch time, the time taken by
the framework to complete one pass on the entire dynamic graph
dataset (all the snapshots). We use a hidden size of 64 for DGL and
32 for PyG Temporal experiments. Minibatch size is set to 64 for
single-machine DGL experiments. For PyG Temporal experiments,
we follow the cumulative training in official examples. All reported
timing results are measured after warm-up and averaged over 10
repetitions.
5.1

Single Machine Performance

We first present the performance of DynaGraph on a single machine. table 3 shows the comparison between DynaGraph and
DGL, and table 4 shows the comparison between DynaGraph and
PyG Temporal for this experiment.
We observe that DynaGraph is able to outperform comparison
systems for all datasets and models. Compared to DGL, DynaGraph’s speedups range from 1.42× to 2.31×. Compared to PyG
Temporal, DynaGraph is able to attain speedups between 1.62×
and 2.7×. We notice that the LSTM-based models benefit more from
DynaGraph’s techniques compared to GRU-based models. This is
because of the increased number of gates in the LSTM-based models,
where cached message passing is able to obtain more opportunities
for message reuse. The reason for DynaGraph’s increased performance against PyG Temporal can be attributed to the different
6

Dataset
METR-LA-LARGE

PEMS-BAY-LARGE

Model
DCRNN
GCRN-GRU
GCRN-LSTM
DCRNN
GCRN-GRU
GCRN-LSTM

DGL-P
2,223
1,993
2,825
3,466
3,570
5,151

DynaGraph
1,576
1,261
1,332
2,249
2,122
2,308

Speedup
1.41x
1.58x
2.12x
1.54x
1.68x
2.23x

Table 5: DynaGraph is able to gain up to 2.23× improvement in epoch time (sec) over DGL-P in a distributed setting.

5.2

Throughput (snapshots/sec)

datasets and architectural differences in how GNN operations are
implemented compared to DGL. We also notice that the speedups
of the same model for different datasets are variant. Specifically, a
minor degradation of speedup presents for large datasets like Windmill Output. This is due to heavier data movement between CPUs
and GPUs for larger datasets, which cancels out some performance
benefits with DynaGraph’s techniques.
Distributed Training Performance

Next, we present the performance of DynaGraph in a distributed
setting with data parallelism. As mentioned before, this comparison
experiment uses only DGL, since PyG Temporal does not support
distributed execution for dynamic GNN implementations yet. Since
DGL does not support distributed training of dynamic GNNs but
only static graphs (it only allows creation of a single DistGraph
object), we apply the same distributed data-parallel model as DynaGraph on DGL, denoted as DGL-P, but without the overhead
reduction techniques it incorporates (timestep fusion and cached
message passing). The results of this experiment are shown in table 5. Here, DynaGraph’s speedups range up to 2.23× compared
to DGL-P. The results indicate that DynaGraph is able to carry
over its single-machine performance to a distributed setting. The
speedups present a minor degradation compared with the singlemachine setting, which can be attributed to overhead of gradient
synchronization across machines.
5.3

DGL-P
DynaGraph

DGL-P
DynaGraph

4(8)

# Machines (# GPUs)

8(16)

Figure 3: DynaGraph is able to scale more gracefully as the number
of GPUs in the cluster increase.

Error (MAE); for PyG Temporal, GC-LSTM, GCRN-GRU and GCRNLSTM are evaluated based on Mean Squared Error (MSE). Models
were trained for 100 epochs to calculate the average MAE or MSE
from 10 experimental runs. The choices are made by following the
official examples in DGL and PyG Temporal.
As shown in table 6, DynaGraph can achieve the same accuracy
as DGL and PyG Temporal. This is because DynaGraph accelerates
DGNN training by eliminating redundant computation, which does
not affect computational correctness. We observe evident difference between Reported MAE/MSE and Test MAE/MSE for some
models. For DCRNN, we attribute this to the difference in detailed
implementation of [28] and DGL. For PyG models, this may be because of the differences in the number of node features used, which
is not mentioned explicitly in [40]. In our experimental runs, we
follow the default setting in the official examples of PyG Temporal
as shown in table 2. Nevertheless, DynaGraph can achieve same
test accuracy as baselines with its optimizations.

Scaling Characteristics

This experiment evaluates the strong scaling properties of DynaGraph with its optimization. We choose the METR-LA-Large
dataset and train GCRN-GRU and GCRN-LSTM model on it. To understand the scaling properties, we vary the number of machines,
thereby varying the number of GPUs used by DynaGraph and
DGL-P. We report the average throughput (the number of samples
processed per second) in Figure 3.
DynaGraph exhibits near-linear scaling characteristics and maintains its benefits (up to 2.54x) with the increase of the number of
machines, compared with DGL-P. This is because DynaGraph’s
techniques are independent of the number of machines and there
is no extra network communication to enable them. We see a minor degradation of speedup, for example, speedup of GCRN-LSTM
model is 2.54x for two nodes and 2.23x for eight nodes, due to
overhead of gradient synchronization across more machines.
5.4
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Shortcomings

Finally, we discuss cases where DynaGraph fails to provide benefits. A fundamental assumption made by DynaGraph is that the
intermediate message passing results can be shared by all GNNs in
a GraphRNN cell. However, this is not applicable when an attention
mechanism is involved like GAT [47], since there are learnable
weights involved when computing the attention score between
two neighbors, which makes intermediate message passing results
different for GNNs in a GraphRNN cell.

Accuracy

7

This experiment shows correctness of our approach. We train various models on DGL and PyG Temporal and evaluate them on 5
datasets. For DGL, DCRNN are evaluated based on Mean Absolute

Related Work

(Dynamic) Graph Processing Systems: Enabling graph algorithms on large-scale, real-world graphs has long been an active area
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Framework

Model

DGL

DCRNN

PyG Temporal

TGCN

GC-LSTM

GCRN-GRU

GCRN-LSTM

Dataset
METR-LA
PEMS-BAY
Chickenpox Hungary
Wikipedia Math
Windmill Output
Chickenpox Hungary
Wikipedia Math
Windmill Output
Chickenpox Hungary
Wikipedia Math
Windmill Output
Chickenpox Hungary
Wikipedia Math
Windmill Output

Reported MAE/MSE
3.60
2.07
1.111 ± 0.022
0.846 ± 0.020
-†
1.116 ± 0.023
0.852 ± 0.016
-†
1.132 ± 0.023
0.837 ± 0.021
-†
1.119 ± 0.022
0.868 ± 0.018
-†

Test MAE/MSE
2.712 ± 0.024
1.618 ± 0.021
1.149 ± 0.023
0.616 ± 0.015
-‡
1.096 ± 0.004
0.686 ± 0.011
1.036 ± 0.012
1.119 ± 0.010
0.706 ± 0.005
1.021 ± 0.013
1.044 ± 0.011
0.823 ± 0.021
1.043 ± 0.021

DynaGraph MAE/MSE
2.721 ± 0.021
1.609 ± 0.018
1.153 ± 0.018
0.617 ± 0.014
-‡
1.101 ± 0.007
0.691 ± 0.016
1.034 ± 0.009
1.104 ± 0.012
0.713 ± 0.008
1.019 ± 0.015
1.038 ± 0.013
0.831 ± 0.017
1.042 ± 0.018

†:

Not present in official documents.

‡:

Not available since baseline runs out of memory.

Table 6: DynaGraph achieves the same accuracy as DGL and PyG Temporal. We collect Reported MAE/MSE from [28] for DCRNN and [40] for
PyG Temporal models. Test MAE/MSE shows actual average test loss from our experimental runs. DynaGraph MAE/MSE shows the accuracy
that DynaGraph can achieve with proposed optimizations.

of research, and several systems have the capability to process massive graphs, some even in the range of trillions of edges [4, 5, 19, 53].
In graph processing literature, there has been an increasing interest
in processing dynamic, or time-evolving graphs, for the purpose
of temporal, historic, or real-time analysis [11, 12, 18, 23]. These
systems focus on enabling graph algorithms and graph mining, and
do not support embedding generation as required in GNNs.
Graph Neural Network Systems: GNNs have become an active
area of research in the recent past, both in the machine learning
and the systems community. The machine learning community
has proposed a number of GNN architectures, each with its own
advantages for particular tasks [7, 16, 25, 47]. Recently, many efforts
have been made to scale GNNs to large-scale graphs by leveraging accelerators such as GPUs [24]. Some of these proposals are
single-machine systems, while others support distributed settings.
PyTorch Geometric [8] and DGL [50] are two of the most popular
frameworks support GNN training. ROC [21] and 𝑃 3 [9] proposed
techniques to scale GNN training to real-world graphs.
Dynamic GNNs: Since real-world graphs are dynamic, there has
been an increasing interest in supporting dynamic graphs in GNNs.
Most of these works take a discrete view of a dynamic graph that
is represented by a series of snapshots, and can be classified into
three [44]. Stacked dynamic GNNs propose using a separate GNN
for each snapshot of the graph and then feeding the output to a
time-series component such as an RNN. Works in this space differ
on the type of RNN used. GCRN-M1 [43] stacks GCN and LSTM,
WD-GCN [33] uses a separate LSTM per node. DySAT [42] stacks
a GAT and a Transformer. HDGNN [60] focuses on heterogeneous
dynamic networks using spectral GCNs and a variety of RNNs.
StrGNN [2] uses a stacked dynamic GNN for anomaly detection.
Integrated dynamic GNNs, the focus of this paper, propose combining GNNs and RNNs in one layer, thus capturing the spatial
and temporal modeling in the same layer. GCRN-M2 [43] integrates GCN in an LSTM (i.e., GCRN-LSTM model in this paper).

GC-LSTM [3] is similar to GCRN-M2 but only performs a spectral
graph convolution on hiddens. T-GCN [59] integrates GCN into
GRU but only performs a graph convolution on inputs. Finally,
Dynamic graph autoencoders and generative models, such
as DynGEM [14], use a deep autoencoder to encode snapshots of
discrete node-dynamic graphs.
Dynamic GNN Systems: While we are not aware of any systems
that are specifically built for dynamic GNNs, existing GNN processing frameworks, such as PyTorch Geometric (PyG) and DGL have
some support for dynamic GNNs. Pytorch Geometric Temporal [40]
is a library built on PyG [8] for temporal graph neural networks. It
provides data loaders and iterators for spatiotemporal datasets. DGL
supports implementing dynamic GNNs as a combination of GNN
and RNN operations explicitly by the developer. Unfortunately,
considering GNN and RNN operations independently results in
inefficiencies by ignoring opportunities for optimizations.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented DynaGraph, a system that supports
efficient dynamic GNN processing. DynaGraph is based on the observation that existing dynamic GNN architectures combine structural embedding techniques and temporal embedding techniques
independently, and that cross-optimizations can lead to a reduction
in overhead. Based on this, DynaGraph proposes cached message
passing, a technique to reduce the amount of redundant computation and communication, and timestep fusion, a technique to
combine time-independent components of the operation. To process large-scale dynamic graphs, it further uses a simple distributed
data-parallel processing technique with a sequence-level partition
scheme for the snapshots in dynamic GNNs. These techniques
enable DynaGraph to achieve significant speedups compared to
the state-of-the-art. In our evaluation, DynaGraph is able to outperform DGL and PyG Temporal, two popular GNN processing
frameworks, by up to 2.7×.
8
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